Square d homeline breakers

Click to see full answer Accordingly, are Homeline and QO breakers interchangeable? Also
Know, are Square D breakers good? These breakers feature a visual trip indicator and make it
easy to quickly spot the tripped breaker in the panel. These letters refer to the way in which the
miniature circuit breaker is mounted on the panel. He says QO and Homeline breakers are rated
for only on wire period. Just because the wire can go on either side of the tab does NOT make it
rated for two wires. QO and Homeline breakers 10 to 30 amp, single and double pole can have 2
gauge wire. All 3 ploes and other sizes can only have one. Same Manufacturer, Different
Breakers For example, Square D makes both Q0 panels and Homeline panels, but each series of
panels uses different breakers. Additionally, panels may specify one line of breakers for its
branch circuits and a different type of breaker for its main breaker or service disconnect. The
circuit load will determine the breaker size you need â€” and you'll need to make sure to get the
right brand, as all breakers are not interchangeable. Loosen the screw terminal on the Square D
breaker with a slotted screwdriver and pull the black wire out from between the terminal clamps.
Slip the black wire in between the terminal clamps on the replacement breaker switch. Tighten
the terminal screw firmly. Some research says that a QP circuit breaker is the 1" or 2" wide
breakers that protect a V or V circuit respectively, and is made by Siemens. Square D is another
manufacturer of circuit breakers and service panels. Designed exclusively for the residential
market, Homeline products offer everything you need to distribute electricity throughout your
home. The QO load center and circuit breaker family is designed to satisfy individual
requirements with a comprehensive selection: 30 to amps 2 to 42 circuits. Indoor and outdoor
versions. Separate flush or surface mount covers. Full complement of accessories. Cutler
Hammer Circuit Breaker. Siemens Q Amp Circuit Breaker. A tandem circuit breaker is a double
circuit breaker that takes up the space of a single circuit breaker on a panelboard. You'll also
hear them called duplex, slimline, twin, half-height, half-inch, double and wafer breakers ,
depending on local customs. Circuit breakers have markings stamped on the side of them and
are usually located inside the panel cover door. There is a label that will tell you what type of
breaker is needed for installation in that particular panel. On the market, there are home and
commercial circuit breaker panels. The only manufacturers that make circuit breakers that are
designed to hold two conductors are Square D and Cutler Hammer but not all of their circuit
breakers can be double tapped. The problem with a double tapped breaker is that circuit
breakers aren't designed to hold these two conductors together. While they might feel secure
and seem to be working fine, these conductors could loosen up leading to arcing, overheating,
and safety hazards, including fire. A double tap is quite simply two electrical wires attached to
the same breaker in the electrical service panel. Attaching a second wire exceeds that limit,
which can cause overheating and an electrical fire. Category: home and garden indoor
environmental quality. While the Homeline is a fine breaker , the QO has the fastest trip
mechanism of any breaker. Will Square D breakers fit homeline? Same Manufacturer, Different
Breakers. Are all Square D circuit breakers interchangeable? Are Square D and Siemens
breakers interchangeable? How do you replace a Square D QO circuit breaker? What does QP
mean on a circuit breaker? When did Square D Homeline come out? What is a QO circuit
breaker? What does QO mean? What is a homeline breaker? What is a QO load center? Which
circuit breaker is best? Top 8 Circuit Breakers Of Reviewed. Square D by Schneider Electric.
What is a piggy back breaker? What style breaker do I need? Who owns Square D breakers?
Schneider Electric. Which Square D breakers can be double tapped? Are double tapped
breakers dangerous? What does a double tap breaker look like? Similar Asks. Popular Asks.
What happens when one bulb is fused when bulb are connected in series? Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Homeline Breaker Compatabilty. Thread starter ecimark
Start date Aug 18, Status Not open for further replies. Does anyone know if square-d has a
compatabilty list for homeline breakers, or have they stuck to just allowing them on homeline
panels. Location Right here. They've also done something to the buss such that the other
popular 1" breakers will not fit, even many of the classified replacement breakers. I think it is
Milbank don't quote me on that, but I think it's them that is making a meter-main that will take
HOM breakers. Thanks, I dont understand why they do not go to the expense of having there
breakers approved to use on other panels? John Deere Man Member. Location Colorado. John
Deere Man said:. Location New England. I like the fact that Square D panels can't be stuffed full
of other junk. After demoing a circuit live of course and shorting it out, with nothing more than a
small arc and the slightest burn mark in my pliers, I was sold on the effectiveness of QO
breakers. Location Litchfield, CT. Cavie Senior Member. Location SW Florida. Back when I was
in business, Sq D shipped a listing label with thier breakers that you would install in anybodys
panel to make them complient. Are they still doing this? As I remember, Homeline breakers

would fit anybodys panels but nobody else would interchange. The busses were all the sme, the
foot attachment was different. Location Delmarva, USA. However, Square D added a small
protrusion on their bus bars to reject those other breakers from being installed in the Homeline
panels. I've seen instances where that nub was clipped off and an off-brand breaker installed
Cutler-Hammer also makes a type CL breaker that is classified for use in other panels, including
the Homeline. There are some generic panels out there that include Homeline on their list of
acceptable breakers. I think some pool panels fall under this type, with time clocks and a load
center in the same enclosure. Cavie said:. Answer No. VernB Member. I've seen Siemens type
QP breakers installed in Homeline panels. Location Simi Valley, CA. I once got some Homeline
breakers that didn't even fit in an old Homeline panel. Though I've never had or heard of any
problems with them, I was not real impressed. Location bay area, ca. I only use QO for anything
new I'm putting in. Location Massachusetts. Jim, as I understand it no breaker at all is 'listed' for
use in other manufacturers panels. Some breakers are UL 'Classified' for use in other
manufacturers panels. So I wonder if Square Ds answer is slightly misleading? Inspectorcliff
Senior Member. I informed the R. He informed me that the breaker would work in the panel. I
said, I agree, but it is not listed for it. So, he retrieved the box it came in and the instruction
sheet and promptly showed me where it was listed for that panel and several others. Some one
hand me a towel, I feel like I have egg on my face. Live and learn. That's one great reason for
contractors to be on site and have all of the information they need to show us what they did is
correct. Do not use this item for any installation or repair of potable water applications. This
product does not comply with the "Safe Drinking Water Act," which requires that products meet
low-lead standards in order to be used in systems providing water for human consumption
drinking or cooking. This item is for non-potable non-human consumption water applications
only. This product does not comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act, which requires that
products used in any system providing water for human consumption drinking or cooking to
meet low-lead standards. Please check the box below to confirm you are aware that this item is
for non-potable water applications only. This product will NOT be used in the installation or
repair of a potable water human consumption application. When you order this item, we then
special order it for you from the manufacturer. Therefore, our standard return policy does not
apply to this item. Manufacturer's warranty still applies. I understand that once I order this item I
cannot cancel or return it. Failure to comply with this could result in substantial property
damage, severe personal injury or death. Please enter the email address associated with your
account and we will send you a link to reset your password. Your password reset link is on its
way. If you have problems accessing your account, please contact us at and we'll help you out.
If you think this is a mistake, please contact Customer Service at or email us. We try to always
offer you the lowest prices possible, but some manufacturers require that we only show these
low prices once you take further action. To see the price, simply add the item to your cart or
sign in. At this time, we do not carry this unit. We list it on our site because we do sell
replacement parts for this unit. Please contact us with any questions: We are away right now.
Our Live Chat hours are:. Feel free to send us a message and we will follow up during our
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